Photo-essay: Separating juvenile
Common, Arctic
and Roseate Terns

Pat Lonergan
Introduction
The terns are a wonderful group of birds, partly
because of their beauty and partly because of
the identification challenge they present. From
mid-July onwards, juveniles leave the breeding colonies and can be seen in nearby nurseries or amongst large groups of roosting terns at
traditional sites. Often, the close attention paid
to them by their parents can be a useful aid to
identification, but when seen alone they can
provide an identification challenge to the inexperienced observer.
A key reference to the identification of juvenile
Common, Arctic and Roseate Terns is a paper in
Dutch Birding by Mullarney (1988), now available online†. An excellent alternative is the
relevant plate in the Collins Bird Guide (now
available as an iphone or ipad App!) as well as
Malling Olsen and Larsson’s excellent Terns of
Europe and North America.

Key Identification Features
While the differences between juvenile Common, Arctic and Roseate terns may appear
subtle to the untrained eye, with a little practice
distinguishing juveniles of the three species
should not present too much difficulty. Apart
from overall general impressions, as highlighted
by Mullarney (1988), the most useful characters
to focus on include.
i. The extent of black on the head.
Apart from a pale spot above and in front of
the eye, the forehead, lore, crown and nape
appear all dark in Roseate, reaching down to
† http://www.dutchbirding.nl/content/journal/
pdf/1988-3.pdf (File size: 22MB)

Figure 1. Juvenile Arctic Tern.
Photo: Pat Lonergan.
gape crease. The lower border of blackish ear
coverts tends to be more obviously pointed
than in Common and Arctic. Both Common
and Arctic have obvious pale foreheads with
variable streaking and buff colour.
ii. The pattern of markings on the upperparts. The pattern of scapulars, tertials
and inner greater coverts is important. Roseate exhibit a characteristic dark subterminal
crescent and dark shaft-streak in the centre of
golden-buff scapulars compared to the usually
simpler pattern displayed by Common and
Arctic.
iii. The width of the white edge on the
folded wing. In Roseate, the white edge to
the folded wing is broad, formed by broadly
edged white inner webs of the primaries. This
is always very thin in Common and intermediate in Arctic.
iv. The pattern of the upperwing,
underwing and tail in flight. In Roseate, there tends to be a more marked contrast
between the dark ‘saddle’ and pale grey upperwing. Both Common and Roseate have a dark
subterminal secondary bar while in Arctic the
secondaries often appear completely whitish.
v. The colour of the bare parts. Common Tern has a mainly orange bill with a dark
culmen and tip. The legs are pinkish orange.
In Arctic Tern, the orange or red base to lower
mandible and pinkish legs darken rapidly as
the season progresses. In Roseate, the bill and
legs essentially all dark.
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Figure 2. Arctic Tern juveniles.
Note overall structure, extensive black on head, rounded head and monochrome appearance with little
warmth in plumage. Note that very recently fledged individuals may have some buffy tones but these usually
fade rapidly. Bills already becoming dark.
Photos: Pat Lonergan.
South Dublin Branch of BirdWatch Ireland - www.southdublinbirds.com
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Figure 3. Common Tern juveniles.
Note characteristic gingery-buff wash to forehead and lores. As in Arctic, dark on lores restricted to just in
front of eye. Note variation in scapular pattern from almost no obvious markings to the more typical dark
subterminal crescent and gingery tip. Thin barely noticeable white edge to folded wing. Note also that bill
and wing feathers not fully grown on some individuals.
Photos: Pat Lonergan.
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Figure 4. Arctic Tern juveniles.
Note extent of black on the head. Note also ‘cute’ rounded head shape and noticeably shorter legs than
Common and Roseate. Overall monochrome appearance.
Photos: Pat Lonergan.
South Dublin Branch of BirdWatch Ireland - www.southdublinbirds.com
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Adult Roseate

Figure 5. Roseate Tern juveniles.
Note extensive dark on head, apart from a pale spot above and in front of the eye. Pattern of scapulars,
tertials and inner greater coverts characteristic; note dark subterminal crescent and dark shaft-streak in
centre of golden-buff scapulars. Wing coverts rather plain pale grey. Note the broad white edge to the folded
wing formed by broadly edged white inner webs. Bill and legs dark.
Photos: Pat Lonergan.
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Figure 6. Juvenile Terns in flight.
Note contrast between dark ‘saddle’ and pale grey
upperwing in Roseate. Both Common and
Roseate have a dark subterminal secondary bar while
in Arctic the secondaries often appear whitish. This
is especially obvious at a distance.
Photos: Pat Lonergan.

Roseate Tern
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Figure 7 (top). Roseate Tern juveniles
Photo: Pat Lonergan.
Figure 8 (above). Roseate Terns juvenile and adults
Adult feeding juvenile.
Photo: Tom Shevlin.

Finally
All pictures were taken from mid-July to midAugust.
Thanks to Tom Shevlin for his photo.

Pat Lonergan,
February 2015
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